On behalf of the Unico team, thank you for your valued support and I trust that you and your team are safe and well!

The Coronavirus pandemic has presented us all with significant challenges, and with us moving in the coming weeks to the wider reopening of offices, schools, kitchens, leisure centres, hospitality and catering venues etc., a focus on everyone’s health and safety is of paramount importance.

In view of this, including the absolute necessity for social distancing measures, deep cleaning, ongoing sanitisation and hand hygiene, the Unico team has curated this handy e-brochure with some key product requirements to address these necessities as part of your own team’s planning and preparation for the upcoming reopening phase. Some of these products are available now from our Unico warehouse and some of these products will need to be forward-ordered in view of the current global pandemic and impact on supply chains.

I trust you find this information useful, and bearing in mind the wide range of product categories beyond Janitorial Products that Unico stocks and supplies, including Cleaning Machines/Equipment, PPE, Feminine Hygiene, Catering Sundries, as well as our local Scottish own-manufactured cleaning chemicals, soaps, liquid hand washes and moisturisers etc.), please contact our Customer Care team on sales@unicodirect.com or 01324 573410 if you’d like to discuss your requirements so that we can work together to assist you!

Take care and stay safe!

Robert Ross, Managing Director
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LIQUID HAND WASHES & LOTIONS

We offer a wide range of Hand Washes and Lotions for every budget and need.

Get in touch for more information on our extensive product range.

A01318
HIGHLAND AROMATICS
HAND WASH 300ml
Luxury foaming, pearlised hand wash perfumed with the scent of Milk & Honey.

A01316
HIGHLAND AROMATICS
ALL-IN-ONE WASH 300ml
A pearlised wash for hands and body, perfumed with the scent of Milk & Honey.

810.790
COURTESY HAND WASH 300ml
A luxury foaming hand wash softly scented with a fruity floral musk perfume in a handy pump bottle.
LIQUID HAND WASHES & LOTIONS

810.792
COURTESY HAND WASH 5L
A luxury foaming hand wash softly scented with a fruity floral musk perfume.

130.500
UNICO LUXURY WASHCREAM 5L
Pearlised luxury liquid hand wash in our 5 Litre refill pack.

130.505
UNICO ANTIBACTERIAL WASHCREAM 5L
Antibacterial liquid hand wash in our 5 Litre refill pack.

810.791
COURTESY MOISTURISER 300ml
Luxury lightly scented moisturiser in handy pump bottle.

810.793
COURTESY MOISTURISER 5L
Luxury lightly scented moisturiser in our 5 Litre refill pack.

369.343
FIG A2 AUTO BULK DISPENSER
Touch-free unit with 1L tank capacity. Can be filled with Unico’s Hand Washes & Moisturisers. Unit dims.: 275 x 93 x 102mm. Uses 6 x AA Batteries. Stainless steel floor stand for this unit also available, see page 7.
HAND SANITISERS

Unico offers effective Hand Sanitising solutions for every need, from the handy 100ml size for those working out and about, to pump bottles and larger scale dispensers and refills.

130.521
UNICO HAND SANITISER 100ml

130.518
UNICO HAND SANITISER 500ml

130.520
UNICO HAND SANITISER 5L

Our no rinse Antibacterial Hand Sanitiser is made with a minimum 65% alcohol formula for effective efficacy. Supplied in a variety of formats: pocket size 100ml pack, 500ml pump dispenser and 5 Litre refills. This sanitising gel is effective against Coronavirus, MRSA, E.Coli, Enterococcus Hirae and Pseudomonas Aeruginosa. The 5 Litre size can be used in the Dolphin Bulk Fill Dispenser (shown opposite).
130.014  KLEENEX ALCOHOL GEL SANITISER CASSETTE 1L  
Kills up to 99% of a wide range of micro-organisms. Compatible with Aquarius Dispenser 130.935.

130.015  KLEENEX ALCOHOL GEL SANITISER CASSETTE 1.2L  
Kills up to 99% of a wide range of micro-organisms. Compatible with Touch-less Dispenser 130.921.

550.107  SANIMED SURFACE WET WIPES  
70% IPA wet wipes in handy soft pack. Contains 100 wipes per pack, size 20 x 20cm. Stock available from July/August.

550.132  KLEENEX SANITISING WIPES CANISTER  
Alcohol-and fragrance-free pre-saturated sanitising hand wipes, 50 wipes per tub. Kills 99% of common bacteria, fungi, yeast and viruses. Refills available.

369.343  FIG A2 AUTO BULK DISPENSER  
Touch-free unit with 1L tank capacity. Can be filled with Unico’s Hand Sanitiser. Unit dimensions: 275 x 93 x 102mm. Uses 6 x AA Batteries. Stainless steel floor stand for this unit also available.

XSP00005980  FIG A2 DISPENSER STAND  
Stainless steel stand for the A2 Bulk Dispenser. Allows unit to be easily displayed/moved or placed in any location where wall attachment is not possible. Stand dimensions including base 315 x 315 x 1480mm.
NON-CONTACT THERMOMETERS

Quick and easy to use, non-contact temperature testing is a great tool to help reduce the risk of spreading viruses.

Contact our sales team to check availability* and what models we can offer.

* Due to high demand some items may not be readily available and will need to be forward ordered.

XSP00005998
HOMEDICS NON-CONTACT INFRARED THERMOMETER

Hand-held, easy use infrared thermometer with a three colour alarm system to detect high temperatures. Features include:

- Non-contact measuring distance 1-5cm
- Less than 2 Sec. instant measurement
- Temporal scan technology
- Three colour backlight fever alarm
- Easy to read backlit LCD display
- °C/°F Switch mode
- 50 memories
- Quick, compact & portable
- 2 x 1.5V AAA batteries included
- Dimensions 138 x 95 x 40mm
- Languages: EN, DE, FR, ES, IT & NL
SURFACE SPRAY TRIGGERS AND REFILLS

Recommended for COVID-19 deep cleaning

UniSafe+ is tested and effective against enveloped viruses such as Coronavirus.

311.518
UNICO UNISAFE+ 750ml

311.517
UNICO UNISAFE+ 5L

High level disinfectant & multisurface cleaner, Unisafe+ eliminates gram positive and gram negative bacteria; fungi; viruses including Coronavirus*, Influenza A H1N1 (Swine) Virus, MRSA and Norovirus. Water based, alcohol-free, biodegradable.

*UniSafe+ has been tested to be fully viricidal which covers non-enveloped and enveloped viruses. Therefore, it should technically be effective against enveloped viruses like Coronavirus. It is important that directions of use are followed, especially contact times. To kill enveloped viruses, like Coronaviruses, a minimum of 5 minutes contact time is required.
DISPOSABLE CLEANING WIPES

Easy to use cleaning and disinfecting without the spills or splashes.

Using these single sheet dispensers doesn’t only save money, it’s quick, efficient and offers a fresh, clean wiper every time.

XSP00005964
WETTASK WIPER DISPENSER
Airtight buckets for dispensing Wettask Wipes, which you pre-soak with your chosen detergent (we recommend Unico’s UniSafe+ for Covid-19 deep cleaning).

XSP00005965
WETTASK WIPERS (WHITE)
Dry cloths for you to add your preferred cleaning product, perfect for infection control in busy healthcare and educational environments. Use with the Wettask bucket dispenser.

550.132
KLEENEX SANITISING WIPES CANISTER
Alcohol-and fragrance-free pre-saturated sanitising wipes, 50 wipes per tub. Kills 99% of common bacteria, fungi, yeast and viruses. Refills available.
DISPOSABLE CLEANING WIPES

**XSP00005909**
**WYPALL ‘REACH’ CENTREFEED SYSTEM DISPENSER**
Portable design for use in service, retail and food preparation environments with its handy carry handle. Dispenser helps avoid contamination of wipes. Bracket included allows you to transform dispenser into a wall mounted unit. Refills available, not supplied.

**XSP00005910**
**WYPALL ‘REACH’ WIPER REFILL PACK**
6 rolls x 280 blue, 1-ply sheets. Unique Airflex technology. Compatible with WypAll ‘Reach’ Centrefeed System Dispenser.

**XSP00004918**
**TORK ‘REFLEX’ PORTABLE DISPENSER STARTER KIT**
Carry handle paper wipe dispenser with centrefeed roll. Highly absorbent paper roll, 400 sheets per roll.

**121.612**
**TORK ‘REFLEX’ WIPER REFILL PACK**
2-ply paper can be used with the ‘Reflex’ dispenser. Ideal for mopping and suitable for food contact wiping.

Ask our sales team about stock of other wipes and cleaning solutions on: 01324 573410.
Electrostatic technology provides superior decontamination results. An electrostatically charged spray can reach the entire targeted area evenly, right down to the most hidden points.

E-Spray is a professional gun sprayer that uses the principle of electrostatic induction to distribute disinfectant solutions effectively and uniformly on surfaces.

In addition to the standard spray unit, the E-Spray also has an optional long range backpack which allows the user to spray more, for longer.

---

482.116
‘E-SPRAY’ PROFESSIONAL CORDLESS ELECTROSTATIC SPRAYER

Designed to save time and labour, spray less liquid, and cover more surfaces effectively. Lightweight and easy to use.

- Easy fill 1 Litre tank
- Cordless convenience
- Several nozzles allows you to set particle size
- Built in nozzle holder
- 18v Li-ion Technology Lithium Battery

482.117
‘E-SPRAY’ LONG RANGE BACKPACK

Optional long range backpack that allows the user to hold an additional resource of liquid.

- Holds an extra 2 litres
- Allows for less refilling, saving time and money
- Adjustable straps on pack for comfort

Ask our sales team about stock of other Electrostatic Sprayers we may also have available in the coming weeks.
MICROFIBRE CLOTHS & FLOOR CLEANING

Ask our sales team about our extensive range of microfibre cloths, mops and floor cleaning accessories.

We can supply single use and washable dense-fibre microfibre cloths, and formats of mop head including disposable and semi-disposable options.

GENERAL MICROFIBRE CLOTHS
Can absorb up to x8 its weight in liquids. Machine washable.

VILEDA SINGLE USE AND WASHABLE MICROFIBRE CLOTHS
Proven to remove 99.9% bacteria or germs from surface with water. When used with disinfectant, results in hygenically clean surfaces.

DISPOSABLE MOP HEAD AND PRO-MIST SYSTEM
Flat mop kit, combining mist spray handle and microfibre pads for effective, rapid response floor cleaning without the need for buckets.

SEMI-DISPOSABLE MOP HEADS
Super absorbent and colour coded.
The perfect way to help both staff and customers stay safe from the spread of germs. Our hygiene and sneeze guards have been designed to act as a protective shield between cashiers/receptionists and customers. Allowing businesses to continue to trade safely and encourage social distancing.

- Minimises contact with customers and acts as a shield against coughs or sneezes
- Easy wipe, acrylic surface
- Manufactured to order with bespoke cut-out to size and logo options
- Available supply only or supply and install

Non-Slip Floor Tape

A vital tool in the modern business and workplace environments, this non-slip tape can be used to highlight safe routes and compartmentalise sections of floor space. For clean, sealed floors.

Sold in 18.2 metre rolls in 50mm, 75mm and 100mm widths. In solid yellow, solid black or black/yellow stripes.
Social Distancing Signage

Social Distancing and Safety Signs are a simple way to communicate instructions to visitors, whether in the supermarket, pharmacy, bank, pet shop, post office, petrol station, vets or health care providers or other essential premises. Putting these simple measures in place will help provide direction to the general public.

We can offer a wide variety of formats for you to effectively communicate the Social Distancing message. These include:

- Floor Distance Markers
- Entrance Signs
- Large Format Banners
- Post/Bollard Sleeve Signage
- Wall Social Distancing Signs & Stickers
Unico stocks a wide range of Personal Protective Equipment for every need. Some items are readily available, however due to the constraints on global supply chains, other items may need to be forward-ordered.

So please get in touch to discuss your requirements:

Unico Customer Care Team - 01324 573410

or directly contact our Sales Manager, Chris Seabrook - 07966 319411 or chris.seabrook@unicodirect.com
As part of the ARH Group of companies and a leading national supplier of janitorial, PPE and catering equipment, this brochure represents only a tiny fraction of what Unico can supply you.

We manufacture on-site as well as supply everything from refuse bags to washing powder, soaps to tissues. The list is nearly endless.

If there is anything you are looking to source that you haven’t seen listed in this brochure, contact our friendly Sales Team on 01324 573410 and we will do our best to help.
Proud to be part of the ARH Group of companies

Unico, North Main Street, Carronshore, Falkirk FK2 8HT
www.unicodirect.com